ABSTRACT. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for o(X Y) oX x oY, where X and Y are totally ordered spaces and oX denotes the Nachbin (or Stone-ech ordered) compactificatio of X.
If X is a T3.5-ordered space (i.e., an ordered topological space which is %ompletely regular ordered" in the sense of Nachbin [8] }, then X has a largest T2-ordered compactification oX which is called the Nachbin (or Stone-ech ordered) compactification. This compactification, introduced in [8] , has been investigated in all of our references except [5] .
We are interested in determining when o(X x Y} oX oY, a problem which has not previously received attention in the literature. The methods used by Glicksberg [5] to solve the corresponding problem for the Stone-(ech compactification do not appear to be fruitful when applied to the Nachbin compactification. Therefore, at this preliminary stage of our investigation, we have focused our attention on the case where X and Y are "totally ordered spaces", where a totally ordered space is defined to be a totally ordered set with a convex, T2-ordered topology (not necessarily the order topology}. Our main result, Theorem 5.6, gives a simple condition for totally ordered spaces X and Y which is necessary and sufficient for o(X Y) oX oY. Our solution to the aforementioned problem makes extensive use of the Wallman ordered compactification woX, introduced in [2] . In Section 3 we show that for any T3.-ordered space X, oX can be obtained from woX via a certain quotient construction, and this result is employed in the proof of our main theorem. We also make use of the fact that woX [ PROOF. Obviously, #oX is compact. We recall (see [8] ) that an ordered space is T-ordered whenever z y, there are disjoint neighborhoods U and V of x and y, respectively, such that U is increasing and V is decreasing.
ey to verify that f' is a well defined morphism, nd therefore (f': f UI*(X)) CI*(oX).
[ (.,,) , then f^(r) f^(Q), for all f C!(X), and hence f(()) /(()) for all f CI'(X). This implies eCY) (), since oX is T3.s-ordered and hence eI'(ZoX) {f f uP(X)} separates points in oX. Conversely, if () (), then fA() f(@()) =/(()) fA() for all f CI'(X), which implies (, ) . To cheek that e' is an order-isomorphism, let [Y] [] in #oX. Then, for all I C CI'(X), () I() i [0, 1, a h [(()) ( (5) We next define a family of functions in CI'(X x Y) as follows" H(, ) (fxC)f())Ĥ 4Cx, y)
[g(x, y) + f3(x)f4(y)] A 1 H,,.,(x, y) For k C N, we define S 2k-t {(xn-t, Y2n-1) n < k) and T 2t: ((x._,.,, y2.) n < k}. It is easy to verify that H2:(d(T')) 0 and Ht,(i(S:tt:-')) 1. (2) = (3). Assume X has an increasing singularity .q and that Y contains a strictly decreasing sequence (yn). Note that is a compactification point in oX woX. If (y,) converges to yo in Y, then we define "7 (,or(yo)); if (y,) fails to converge in Y, let N be the decreasing singularity in Y which is the convex hull of the filter of sections of (,), and let 7 (.q,)/). In either case, "7 is a compactification point of oX x oY.
Next, let (z,) be a strictly increasing sequence in X obtained by choosing a denumerable, nested filter base {G, :n E N} for . and choosing z, E ,, for all n 6 N, such ha z < z < za < Then clely is he conv hull of the filer of sections of the sequence (z,). Csider he filer ofaecfions of he sequence (z,, y,) on X x Y; le be he filer generated by he subsequence (z,-t, y-) d he filer generated by he subsequence (,, y,) . We conclude that the quotient map -'wo(X Y) woX x ToY is injective, and therefore wo(X x Y) woX x woY.
If X is the real line with any convex, T2-ordered topology and Y is any strictly first countable, totally ordered space, it follows from the preceding theorem that /o(X x Y) oX x/oY iff Y is finite. If N is the set of natural numbers with the usual order and the discrete topology, o(N x N) oN x/oN follows by Theorem 3.4; note that N x N is not pseudo-compact and thus/(N N) N x /N. If, on the other hand, N is the set of negative integers with their usual order and the discrete topology,/o(N x N ) /oN x/oN . Indeed, it is easy to see that/oN x oN has cardinality bo, whereas it can be shown that/o(N x N has cardinality 2 2 5. THE PRODUCT THEOREM.
Throughout this section, the symbols X and Y will represent arbitrary totally ordered spaces.
Our main theorem (Theorem 5.6) establishes that Condition (3) We shall also need additional interval notation pertaining to singularities. If jr is an increasing singularity on X and z E X is such that $ < jr in woX, we define [z, jr) {a E X z < a in X and h < jr in woX} and (z, jr) [z, jr) 
